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Do introns delineate elements of protein tertiary structure? This
issue is crucial to the debate about the role and origin of introns.
We present an analysis of the full set of proteins with known
three-dimensional structures that have homologs with intron po-
sitions recorded in GenBank. A computer program was generated
that maps on a reference sequence the positions of all introns in
homologous genes. We have applied this program to a set of 665
nonredundant protein sequences with defined three-dimensional
structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), which yielded 8,217
introns in 407 proteins. For the subset of proteins corresponding to
ancient conserved regions (ACR), we find that there is a correlation
of phase-zero introns with the boundary regions of modules and
no correlation for the phase-one and phase-two positions. How-
ever, for a subset of proteins without prokaryotic counterparts
(131 non-ACR proteins), a set of presumably modern proteins (or
proteins that have diverged extremely far from any ancestral
form), we do not find any correlation of phase-zero intron posi-
tions with three-dimensional structure. Furthermore, we find an
anticorrelation of phase-one intron positions with module bound-
aries: they actually have a preference for the interior of modules.
This finding is explicable as a preference for phase-one introns to
lie in glycines, between G � G sequences, the preference for gly-
cines being anticorrelated with the three-dimensional modules.
We interpret this anticorrelation as a sign that a number of
phase-one introns, and hence many modern introns, have been
inserted into G � G ‘‘protosplice’’ sequences.

There are two opposing points of view about the origin of
introns and their role in the evolution of early genes. The

‘‘introns-early’’ theory suggests that introns arose at the earliest
steps of evolution to create the first genes by the exon shuffling
of small pieces (1, 2). Conversely, an ‘‘introns-late’’ point of view
suggests that the earliest genes were created by processes that led
to continuous long genes, and that exon shuffling occurs only late
in evolution in the genes for the complex eukaryotes. One of the
main arguments to support an introns-early theory has been the
observation of a correlation between intron positions and struc-
tural features of the encoded proteins. In 1981, Mitiko Go
suggested (3) that primitive exons might correspond to compact
modules in the three-dimensional protein structure. A similar
argument for the correlation of introns with module boundaries
was used for triosephosphate isomerase (4, 5). Other reports
have suggested the correspondence of introns to structural
features of proteins (2, 6–10). Nonetheless, a simple one-to-one
correspondence of exons to protein units has many exceptions:
many introns are found within protein domains or other protein
structural units.

The question of the origin of ‘‘ancient’’ genes is most easily
studied by considering ancient conserved proteins, i.e., proteins
that are homologous between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The
genes for such proteins have no introns in the prokaryotes but
have introns in the complex eukaryotes. The introns-late view-
point suggests that the continuous genes in the prokaryotic
homologs correspond to the ancestral forms, and that the introns

in the eukaryotic forms have all been added. Conversely, the
introns-early viewpoint suggests that some or all of these introns
might be ancient; they have been involved in exon shuffling in the
history of these gene regions because they are collinear between
the prokaryotes and the eukaryotes. Stoltzfus et al. (11) found no
correspondence of intron positions to the structural protein
elements for four ancient genes. Logsdon (12) studied the intron
distribution in triosephosphate isomerase and argued that the
position of introns did not support a correlation with exon
structure, although a different conclusion was arrived at by
Gilbert and Glynias (13). Other workers also have argued for
introns-late (14, 15).

These earlier investigations dealt with only a few proteins, and
the argument often turned on whether statistical significance had
been reached. The extensive worldwide sequencing taking place
as part of the genome project has made it possible now to test
large groups of proteins with very extensive surveys of intron
positions. A group of 44 ancient proteins was analyzed by de
Souza et al. (9, 10) and by Roy et al. (16) using two different
definitions of modules, which are compact regions of protein
structure. These analyses found that only introns that lie in phase
zero, between the codons, show a correlation with module
boundaries. Introns that lie after the first or second base of a
codon, in phase one or phase two, do not show any correlation.
These papers concluded that about a third of the phase-zero
intron positions in these ancient genes might represent introns
that were involved in the exon shuffling process that was used to
assemble these genes. de Souza et al. (9) defined modules as
compact regions of polypeptide chains whose �-carbon distances
were all less than a defined diameter and which lie within a
sphere of that diameter, and they examined the correlation of
introns with the overlap between such spheres. Roy et al. (16)
used a centripetal definition of modules; i.e., the minima in a
function that averages the sum of the squares of the distances
between �-carbons to define the boundaries of modules. Both
groups show a strong and extremely significant correlation of the
phase-zero intron positions with module boundaries. Further-
more, Roy et al. (16) showed that the subset of those phase-zero
introns that are ancient by phylogenetic arguments, being similar
in position between different phylogenetic kingdoms, are more
closely correlated with the module boundaries than are the rest
of the phase-zero intron positions.

To go further, this paper presents an analysis of the full set of
proteins with known three-dimensional structures that have
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homologs with intron positions recorded in GenBank. Because
we must examine hundreds of proteins and thousands of intron
positions, this analysis can be done only in a completely com-
puterized fashion. We wrote a computer program, INTRONMAP,
which will map on a reference sequence the positions of all
introns in homologous genes. We have applied this program to
a set of 665 nonredundant protein sequences with defined
three-dimensional structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).
For the subset of proteins corresponding to ancient conserved
regions (ACR), we find that there is a correlation of phase-zero
introns with the boundary regions of modules and no correlation
for the phase-one and phase-two positions. However, for a subset
of proteins without prokaryotic counterparts, a set of presum-
ably modern or very altered proteins, we do not find any
correlation of phase-zero intron positions with three-
dimensional structure. Furthermore, for this subset of proteins,
we find an anticorrelation of phase-one intron positions with
module boundaries: they actually have a preference for the
interior of modules. This finding is explicable as a preference for
phase-one introns to lie in glycines, between G � G sequences,
the preference for glycines being anticorrelated with the three-
dimensional modules. We interpret this result as a sign that a
number of phase-one introns, and hence many modern introns,
have been inserted into G � G protosplice sequences.

Materials and Methods
The Largest Protein Sample with Known Three-Dimensional Structure.
Hobohm and Sander (17) defined a nonredundant (25% homol-
ogy) list of proteins with known three-dimensional structure
from the PDB (obtained from the web site, ftp:��ftp.embl-
heidelberg.de�pub�databases�protein�extras�pdb�select). We
selected from this list a protein sample of 665 sequences that met
two criteria: (i) sequences were longer than 100 amino acids, and
(ii) there were no gaps in the �-carbon coordinate data longer
than three amino acids.

Intron Mapping on a Set of Proteins. An exon�intron database
(EID) (18), derived from the GenBank release 116, was the
source of introns. We used the pEID file of the EID database
containing the protein sequences, as well as positions and phases
of all introns. The set of 665 protein sequences was aligned with
all protein sequences from the pEID file by using the gapped
BLAST 2.0 program (19). Based on these alignments, intron
positions from the EID entries were mapped onto the reference
sequences with the help of the INTRONMAP program, written in
Perl and executed on a Dec-� station 500 running Digital UNIX
4.0b. Conditions for intron mapping were the following: (i) the
threshold for the alignment of E-values between the reference
protein and EID protein entries was 10�4; (ii) each intron could
be mapped only once; and (iii) introns with gaps in the alignment
in the vicinity of their positions were not included (see web page,
http:��mcb.harvard.edu�gilbert�INTRONMAP).

From the initial 665 protein set, introns have been mapped
successfully on 407 proteins (for the alignment threshold of
E-value � 10�4). These 407 sequences were divided first into two
groups: 237 ancient proteins with at least one eukaryotic-
prokaryotic homologous pair with a BLAST 2.0 E-value less than
10�4, and a remaining group of 170. Running Position-Specific
Iterated-BLAST on the 170-protein group further identified an-
other 39 proteins with more distant prokaryotic homologues.
These 39 proteins were combined with the 237 ancient proteins
as the ACR group of 276 proteins. The remaining 131 proteins
are the non-ACR group.

Sample with Artificial Intron Positions. For the simulation experi-
ment, we prepared samples of artificial intron positions located
between the guanines of GG or AGG sites of the reference

coding sequences of the 276 ACR proteins (G � G sample or
AG � G sample, respectively).

Correlation Between Intron Positions and Protein Module Structure.
The INTERMODULE program of de Souza et al. (10) was used for
this analysis.

Results
Analysis of Intron Positions on a Previous Set of 44 Ancient Proteins.
We adjusted the parameters of the program INTRONMAP, which
maps intron positions on a reference-protein sequence, to re-
produce as closely as possible the previous results on a set of 44
ancient proteins by de Souza et al. (10). Fig. 1A shows the
correlation between 1,061 intron positions, obtained by INTRON-
MAP, and the module boundary regions, where Fig. 1B shows the
previous data from de Souza et al. (10). In the new set of 1,061
introns and the previous set of 1,073 from de Souza et al. (10),
15% of the intron positions differ because of the difference in the
intron selection criteria between the two mapping approaches.
Nonetheless, the set of intron positions obtained by INTRONMAP
has the same pattern of correlation with module boundaries as
the previous set.

Correlation of Intron Positions and Protein Module Structure for the
Full Set of Proteins with Known Three-Dimensional Structure. We
applied INTRONMAP to the set of 665 nonredundant proteins with
known three-dimensional structure; it successfully mapped in-
trons on 407 proteins from the initial list of 665. We then divided
these 407 proteins into two groups: 276 ACR proteins, for which
there exists at least one pair of eukaryotic-prokaryotic homol-
ogous protein pairs, and a residual 131 non-ACR group. Fig. 2
shows the correlation of the intron positions with the boundary
regions of modules for the ACR and the non-ACR groups. The
distributions of intron positions for the 44 ancient proteins (Fig.
1) and the 276 ACR proteins (Fig. 2 A) have similar properties.
Both groups have an excess of phase-zero introns in the bound-
ary regions for the whole range of module sizes. There are some
differences between these two sets of proteins as well. The excess
of phase-zero introns for the 276 ACR group is statistically
significant (�2 � 13.1, P � 3.0 � 10�4) for the module size of
27–28 Å. Although statistically significant peaks for intron excess
in the boundary regions exist for modules with size 21 Å (�2 �
12.6, P � 3.9 � 10�4) and 32 Å (�2 � 12.1, P � 5.0 � 10�4) for
the group of 44 ancient proteins, they are not so prominent for
the 276 ACR group. For both groups of ancient proteins, the
phase-one intron positions appear in the boundary regions less
than the random expectation.

Fig. 2 shows a remarkable difference in the distribution of
introns between the 276 ACR proteins and the 131 non-ACR
proteins. There is no correlation between phase-zero intron
positions and module boundaries for the 131 non-ACR proteins.
Furthermore, the avoidance of phase-one introns for the module
boundaries is more prominent for the non-ACR proteins for the
whole spectrum of module sizes. The avoidance peaks around
modules 12–25 Å in diameter, and it is statistically very signif-
icant (max �2 is 20.9, P � 4.8 � 10�6).

There are only weak correlations of phase-two intron positions
and module boundaries, which change from positive to negative
at different module sizes and can be explained as random
fluctuations.

The Influence of the Parameters of the Intron-Mapping Program on
Intron Distribution. We investigated the effect of choosing differ-
ent criteria for the selection of introns in the INTRONMAP
program on the correlation between the resulting intron posi-
tions and the Go-module (3) boundaries. Variation in the
‘‘alignment threshold’’ in the range from 10�4 to 10�15 for the
BLAST E-values and variations in the threshold for the ‘‘local
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homology’’ in the vicinity of the introns in the range from 5 to
30% caused only minor effects on the correlations of intron with
the module boundaries.

Changing the use of the ‘‘gap’’ parameter made the greatest
difference. The removal of those introns that have ‘‘local gaps’’
in the alignments in the vicinity of their positions significantly
increases the correlation of phase-zero introns with module
boundaries. The presence of such gaps in alignments is the main
source of errors in intron mapping and can lead to rather
arbitrary placements. Without such removal of introns with local
gaps, the intron sample would have a bias: an excess of intron
positions in low-conservation regions.

Species Effects on Intron Distributions. de Souza et al. (10) showed
the exclusion of all vertebrate intron positions from the group of

44 ancient genes increased the correlation of phase-zero introns
with the module boundaries. However, in the larger 276-member
group of ACR proteins and the set of 3,328 phase-zero intron
positions, eliminating the vertebrate intron positions to leave
2,851 phase-zero positions did not affect the correlation (data
not shown). Presently, a considerable portion of introns in
GenBank come from the genomic sequencing projects and were
predicted by a computer program without experimental sup-
porting evidence. One of the largest group of nonexperimentally
determined introns in GenBank belong to C. elegans. Some of
the computer predicted C. elegans intron�exon structures are
wrong (20). The exclusion of the introns from C. elegans from our
data set led to an increase in the correlation of phase-zero intron
positions with module boundaries: the �2 increased by a factor

Fig. 1. Correlation of intron positions with module boundaries of 44 ACR proteins. The percentage of excess�depletion of intron positions above expectation
[(O � E)�E � 100%] and �2 values for the excess [degrees of freedom (DF) � 1]. (A) Current data set of intron positions obtained by INTRONMAP. Number of analyzed
introns: phase zero, 570; phase one, 240; phase two, 251. (B) Previous data set of intron positions (10). Number of analyzed introns: phase zero, 596; phase one,
254; phase two, 233.
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of two (max �2 is 22.6, P � 2.0 � 10�6 for modules 25 Å in
diameter, Fig. 3). The removal of the C. elegans introns caused
no effect on the distribution of phase-zero introns in the 131
non-ACR group (results not shown). The presence of C. elegans
introns has no significant effect on the distribution of phase-one
and phase-two introns in both ACR and non-ACR groups
(results not shown). Because many of the C. elegans introns are
computer-predicted and may be in error, we analyzed these
introns further. C. elegans intron positions were divided into two
groups, computer-predicted vs. experimentally confirmed; both
groups had similar patterns for the phase-zero distributions
(data not shown).

Why Do the Phase-One Introns Avoid the Module Boundary?. There is
a considerable deficit of phase-one intron positions in the

boundary regions of both ACR and non-ACR proteins. One
possible explanation of this phenomenon is that 41% of phase-
one introns lie in Gly residues, and Gly, being the smallest amino
acid residue, more often lies in the interior of compact modules.
To test this hypothesis, we examined what the distribution of
introns would be if they lay between G � G pairs, or if they lay
in AG � G sequences. We took the coding sequences for the
reference sequence of each of the 276 ACR proteins and
examined the distribution of G � G patterns with respect to
module boundaries. We calculated the preference for the bound-
ary region (and the �2 for all of the 17,266 G � G pairs. Fig. 4
shows that if introns were to lie in G � G sequences, there would
be no particular preference pattern for phase zero or phase two.
However, for phase one, we see the strong avoidance of module

Fig. 2. Correlation of intron positions with module boundaries of 276 ACR and 131 non-ACR proteins. The percentage of excess�depletion of intron positions
above expectation [(O � E)�E � 100%] and �2 values for the excess (DF � 1), which was calculated for the data set of intron positions obtained by INTRONMAP.
(A) 276 ACR proteins. Number of analyzed introns: phase zero, 3,328; phase one, 1,740; phase two, 1,544. (B) 131 non-ACR proteins. Number of analyzed introns:
phase zero, 799; phase one, 433; phase two, 364.
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boundaries. The distribution of artificial G � G introns in bound-
aries of different size modules has the same pattern and is even
more profound than that of the real phase-one introns. Com-
puter simulations showed that when 40–50% of phase-one
artificial introns are within G � G sites and the rest of them are
distributed randomly, the distribution of phase-one artificial and
real introns in module boundaries have the same patterns (data
not shown).

Discussion
Our comprehensive computer analysis of the correlation of
intron positions with Go-module structures revealed a complex
picture of intron�exon evolution. On the largest set of 276
ancient nonredundant proteins, we confirmed a previous obser-
vation, made on a group of 44 ancient proteins (10, 16), that
phase-zero introns are preferably located within module bound-
aries. The study of the previously unexplored group of nonan-
cient genes, specific for eukaryotes, gave new results. The
phase-zero introns of 131 non-ACR genes do not correlate with
protein-module structure. These facts support the assumption
that there is a subgroup of ancient phase-zero introns. These
ancient introns preferably locate inside module boundaries and,
presumably, were involved in the exon-shuffling process. The
non-ACR proteins are most likely proteins whose sequences and
gene structures are so modified by evolution that any similarity
to ancestral forms was lost.

Phase-one introns avoid module boundaries in the large
sample of 276 ACR genes, and this avoidance is even stronger for
the 131 non-ACR genes (about 25% deviation with �2 � 15–20,
P � 1.0 � 10�4 � 7.7 � 10�6; Fig. 2B). This result was
unexpected. However, phase-one introns frequently occur
within Gly codons, and because Gly is the smallest amino acid
and of particular importance for protein folding, there is a
structural basis for the suggestion that Gly codons lie inside
Go-modules.

Why should phase-one introns prefer to lie specifically in Gly
codons, GGN? Possibly, introns were inserted between two
guanidines, into the so-called protosplice sites of genes, at late
stages of evolution. The recent study of splicing sites of different
organisms by Long et al. (21, 22) showed that the best candidates
for protosplice sites are G � G or AG � G sequences. If the
hypothesis of intron insertions inside G � G or AG � G sites is
true, then introns inserted within phase one must occur only
inside Gly codons GGN. We tested the consequences of intron
insertion into protosplice sites in simulation experiments. A

computer program generated samples of artificial introns lo-
cated only inside G � G or AG � G sites of the reference sequence
of this set of genes. Then, the correlation of artificial introns with
module boundaries was analyzed in the same way as a sample of
real introns by using the program INTERMODULE. The artificial
phase-zero introns show no correlation with module boundaries.
However, the artificial phase-one introns, all in Glys, are sharply
anti-correlated (about a 30% effect). Fig. 4 shows that the
avoidance of module boundaries is similar for the phase-one
artificial introns and phase-one real introns (Fig. 2). Thus, we
conclude that the avoidance of phase-one introns of module
boundaries is caused by the preferential location of phase-one
introns inside Gly codons.

Fig. 3. Correlation of intron positions (without C. elegans introns) with
module boundaries of 276 ACR proteins. The percentage of excess�depletion
of intron positions above expectation [(O � E)�E � 100%] and �2 values for the
excess (DF � 1), which was calculated for the data set of intron positions
obtained by INTRONMAP. Number of analyzed phase-zero introns, 2,750.

Fig. 4. Correlation of artificial (G � G) intron positions with module bound-
aries of 276 ACR proteins. The percentage of excess�depletion of intron
positions above expectation [(O � E)�E � 100%] and �2 values for the excess
(DF � 1). Number of analyzed artificial introns: phase zero, 7,808; phase one,
6,395; phase two, 3,063.
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These data on the comparison of artificial and real intron
distributions shed a new light on intron evolution. One important
result is that phase-zero artificial introns of the 276 ACR genes,
like the real phase-zero introns of the 131 non-ACR genes, do
not correlate with module boundaries. This result shows that the
preference of phase-zero real introns for the module boundaries
in the ancient genes is not caused by intron insertions. It is more
likely that a group of ancient introns exists in the ACR genes. We
presume that these ancient introns have strong correlation to
module boundaries as a result of their involvement in the process
of exon shuffling.

The avoidance of phase-one introns for the module bound-
aries is less prominent in the ACR genes than in their non-ACR
counterparts. This difference could be explained through pos-
tulating the existence of a small fraction of ancient phase-one
introns in ACR genes: a preference of ancient introns for module
boundaries would compensate for the strong effect of boundary
avoidance from the newly inserted introns. Endo et al. (unpub-
lished data) studied the distribution of intron positions inside
codons for evolutionary invariable amino acids, which are iden-
tical among all available prokaryotic and eukaryotic homologous
sequences from GenBank. These authors showed that 70% of

evolutionarily invariable codons interrupted by phase-one in-
trons code for Gly. The remaining 30% of the invariable codons
interrupted by phase-one introns code for another 11 amino
acids. These phase-one introns interrupting non-Gly invariable
codons could not appear recently by the insertions inside G � G
sites. Thus, perhaps about 30% of phase-one introns inside ACR
genes might be ancient.

We conclude that the intron–exon structure had an intricate
history, and that different stages of exon and intron evolution
have occurred. We found strong evidence for the existence of
ancient introns. Presumably, this group of ancient introns shows
a preference to lie inside the protein module boundaries because
of their previous involvement in exon shuffling. At the same
time, we view the majority of present-day introns as ‘‘modern’’
introns, inserted recently into the G � G protosplice sites. The
negative correlation of modern phase-one introns with module
boundaries is due to their presence in protosplice sites within Gly
codons. The existence of both ancient introns and modernly
inserted introns can explain their observed distributions in ACR
and non-ACR gene samples.
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critiques of the manuscript.
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